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Gravamen/Question(s) at issue: Did BIA err in applying only clear error review, rather than de novo review, to 

IJ’s denial of good faith marriage waiver? 

 

Holdings: Yes, BIA should have applied de novo review. Grants the petition to remand so BIA could apply 

appropriate standards of review. 

 

Rationale: “Although the underlying factual findings are subject to [clear error review], whether the evidence 

satisfies a petitioner’s burden to prove entitlement to a good faith marriage waiver is a mixed question of law 

and fact subject to de novo review.” (1) 

 

Facts: Native and citizen of Bangladesh, entered US as conditional LPR based on marriage to U.S. citizen. 

Married in 2003, divorced in 2005, six months after Alom came to the US. Since he was divorced, he could not 

file the joint request to remove conditions. Requested waiver, alleging battery/extreme cruelty. USCIS denied 

petition for insufficient evidence. Requested waiver again, claiming that marriage was entered into in good 

faith. USCIS denied waiver and terminated conditional LPR status, asserting that the marriage was entered 

into to avoid immigration laws. 

 

History of Case: 

 Marriage (2003) 

 Divorce (2005) 

 USCIS (200_): denied waiver, terminated conditional LPR status. 

 DHS (2009): placed Alom in removal proceedings 

 IJ (2016): denied “Alom’s application for a good faith marriage waiver of the joint filing requirement to 

remove the conditions on his permanent residency”(2). Noted: no evidence of cohabitation, joint 

finances, photographs of wedding ceremony, no children. He did not call ex-wife as a witness or even 

get an affidavit from her. 

 BIA (2017): affirmed IJ, stating that “[w]hether a marriage was entered into in good faith is a factual 

question” subject to clear error review. Facts supported IJ’s decision.  
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Appeals to Statute & Precedent: 

 8 U.S.C. § 1186a(a)(1), (d)(2)(A): petition to remove conditions must be filed within 90 days of two-

year anniversary of admission. 

 8 U.S.C. § 1186a(c)(1)(A), (4)(B)-(C): good faith marriage waiver of joint petition to remove conditions 

in certain circumstances (no fault of non-citizen that they got divorced; battery) 

 8 U.S.C. § 1252(a)(2)(B)(ii): CA’s jurisdiction to review denials of discretionary relief (like the waiver) is 

limited to constitutional claims or questions of law 

 Boluk v. Holder, 642 F.3d 297, 299 (2d Cir. 2011): re. waiver of joint petition requirement if marriage 

was entered into in good faith or there was battery of the non-citizen spouse. Non-citizen has burden 

to demonstrate good faith. 

 In re Laureano, 19 I&N Dec. 1, 2-3 (BIA 1983): “The central question is whether the bride and groom 

intended to establish a life together at the time they were married.” 

 Zaman v. Mukasey, 514 F.3d 233, 237 (2d Cir. 2008) (per curiam): review of both IJ’s and BIA’s 

decisions. 

 Khan v. Gonzales, 495 F.3d 31, 35 (2d Cir. 2007): “whether an ‘agency applied an erroneous legal 

standard in making a discretionary determination’ is a reviewable question of law” (7) 

 Contreras-Salinas, 585 F.3d 710, 713 (2d Cir. 2009): what kind of review; whether this eligibility 

determination is a question of law or fact. 

 Upatcha v. Sessions, 849 F.3d 181, 187 (4th Cir. 2017): “whether the credited evidence meets the good 

faith marriage standard is a legal question subject to de novo review.” (8) 

 Mirzoyan v. Gonzales, 457 F.3d 217, 220 (2d Cir. 2006): example of de novo review of a question of 

law and fact—did testimony meet definition of persecution for asylum applicant? 

 Paloka v. Holder, 762 F.3d 191, 195 (2d Cir. 2014): PSG determination—de novo review is necessary 

for whether PSG described by applicant satisfies the statutory standard 

 

Dicta: 

 “The BIA reviews an IJ’s factual findings for clear error but “may review questions of law, discretion, 

and judgment and all other issues in appeals from decisions of IJs de novo.” (quoting 8 C.F.R. § 

1003.1(d)(3)(i)-(ii)) 

 Is the good faith marriage determination a factual question? If so, BIA was in the right when it 

reviewed for clear error. 

 If the good faith marriage determination is a question of law/a mixed question of law and fact, it 

should have been reviewed de novo. 

 “When determining whether established facts are sufficient to meet a legal standard, the BIA has an 

obligation to conduct an independent evaluation of the evidence in the record under a de novo 

standard of review.” (8) 

 “In determining whether established facts are sufficient to meet a legal standard, . . . the Board is 

entitled to weigh the evidence in a manner different from that accorded by the IJ, or to conclude that 

the foundation for the IJ’s legal conclusions was insufficient or otherwise not supported by the 

evidence of record.” (quoting In re A-S-B-, 24 I&N Dec. 493, 497 (BIA 2008)) 
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 “We have applied a de novo standard of review to mixed questions of law and fact concerning whether 

a non-citizen meets the required standard for relief in analogous contexts.” (10) 

o E.g.: what evidence will suffice to carry an asylum applicant’s burden of proof? 

o “Similarly, where an asylum applicant is deemed credible, the IJ’s ultimate conclusion that the 

facts do not meet the legal definition of persecution is a ‘mixed question of law and fact, which 

we review de novo’” (quoting Mirzoyan v. Gonzales, 457 F.3d 217, 220 (2d Cir. 2006)) 

 “…these statements conflict with the BIA’s published authority holding that where the question is 

whether established facts meet a legal standard, the BIA may weigh the evidence differently than the 

IJ.” (10) 

o E.g. – in this case, what BIA reviewed for clear error (facts about marriage, cohabitation, 

divorce, no shared children or property) was not sufficient—they “failed to acknowledge the de 

novo standard applicable to the mixed question of whether the established facts were 

sufficient to establish a good faith marriage” under the statute. 

o Could have used its authority to weigh the evidence again re. legal conclusions 

 

 

Commentary: 

 Good faith marriage waiver:  non-citizen spouse may request this if he/she “entered the marriage in 

good faith and either the marriage was later terminated (other than through death) and the non-

citizen was not at fault” or the non-citizen is victim of battery (3) 

 Joint filing requirement: after 2 years as conditional LPR, couple files joint request to remove the 

conditions. 

 Conditional lawful permanent residency: a non-citizen who marries a citizen has this for 2 years after 

admission, after which the couple must file a joint request to remove the conditions. 

 BIA has several unpublished opinions that applied de novo review to the question of the good faith 

marriage waiver. But they hadn’t really pinned down what the standard of review should be until this 

case. 

 


